
Automatic extraction of breast 
cancer information from clinical 
reports 

Background 
The majority of clinical data is only available in unstructured text 
documents. Thus, their automated usage in data-based clinical 
application scenarios, like quality assurance and clinical decision 
support by treatment suggestions, is hindered because it requires 
high manual annotation efforts. In this work, we introduce a system 
for the automated processing of clinical reports of mamma 
carcinoma patients that allows for the automatic extraction and 
seamless processing of relevant textual features. Its underlying 
information extraction pipeline employs a rule-based grammar 
approach that is integrated with semantic technologies to 
determine the relevant information from the patient record.  

Our approach 
We tested the system on our use case of mammography. We 
process an anonymised subset of the overall corpus; a de-
identification tool was used. This corpus comprises 8,766 clinical 
texts reporting on 2,096 patients, where the types of texts range 
from pathological texts (n=6,884) to operation reports (n=274) and 
radiology reports (n=1,608) over a time period of 15 years. For the 
evaluation, we selected a high quality subset of 92 patients, 
for which the text records are complete in the corpus, so that 
the final development corpus consisted of 6,932 reports and the 
evaluation corpus of 1,834 texts.  

Results 
Using this integrated approach of information extraction, semantic 
modelling and rule-based decision support, we can extract the 
textual features with an accuracy of 0.69 for the most complex 
feature, the HER2 status, and up to 0.90 for the lymph node status. 
Using this information as input, it is possible to predict therapeutic 
measures with an accuracy of 0.59. Further error reduction for the 
IE results is planned to be integrated into the interactive facetted 
search application based on the IE results.  
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